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For the biotech sector, national and even global forces drive
constant change for business models, product approvals and
investments, and ultimately, innovation, but Indiana’s life sciences
industry maintained its strong leadership position in 2016 with an
outsized number of employees, companies and exports.

The economic impact of pharmaceutical,
medical device and equipment, agbiosciences,
research, testing and medical laboratories and
biologistics climbed to $63 billion – a result of
more than 56,000 employees and nearly 1,700
companies exporting nearly $10 billion in
products, the second highest in the U.S.
And while this vibrant industry is strong
throughout the state, seven Indiana cities have
been cited for particularly significant activity,
according to the 2016 Biotechnology Industry
Organization (BIO) and TEConomy Partners
bi-annual report “The Value of Bioscience
Innovation in Growing Jobs and Improving
Quality of Life 2016”: Bloomington, Evansville,
Indianapolis, Lafayette, Michigan City, South
Bend and Terre Haute. In addition, Bloomington,
Indianapolis, Lafayette and South Bend were
named as having some of the strongest industry
performance in the U.S. In Indiana, Warsaw—still
the “orthopedics capital of the world”—would
also readily fit within this distinguished leadership
group, but with a population of under 20,000
(about a third of whom work in the orthopedics
sector), Warsaw is simply too small to be
included among the cities that are surveyed.
Other indicators of advancement were detailed
in BioCrossroads’ report “Indiana’s Health and
Life Sciences Talent and Workforce: Developing
Strategies to Compete in a Global Economy.”
The health and life sciences industry accounts

for one of every 10 private sector jobs in Indiana
and has experienced job growth of more than
22 percent since 2001.
There are solid job gains across a broad range
of skill levels and diverse job opportunities.
Wages for these jobs continue to run well above
the overall average wages in Indiana. However,
the ratio between job openings and workers
is unbalanced. While demand is strong and
continues to grow, there are capacity challenges
to meet the needs of industry for health and life
sciences workers due to several interrelated talent
supply and workforce preparedness pressures.
BioCrossroads and our sister organization,
Ascend Indiana, are developing programs to
begin to address these gaps in 2017.
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Advancing a Catalytic State
BioCrossroads cultivates our entrepreneurial
environment by investing in startup companies
through the Indiana Seed Fund, and by
connecting these companies with industry and
development partners, and linking them to
talent and other resources.
The Seed Fund invested in three companies in
2016, including SpeechVive, a startup focused
on developing medical devices to improve
speech clarity of Parkinson’s patients based
on the research of Jessica Huber, Ph.D. at the
Department of Speech, Language and Hearing
Sciences, Purdue University. The SpeechVive
device, which fits like a hearing aid in the
patient’s ear, detects when a patient is speaking
and elicits louder and clearer speech through
an involuntary reflex known as the Lombard
Effect. Allinaire Therapeutics also received an
Indiana Seed Fund investment. The company’s

development of novel therapeutics for
pulmonary disease is based on technology from
Indiana University School of Medicine.
In order to highlight what powers Indiana’s life
sciences entrepreneurial success, a white paper,
“Powering Indiana’s Life Sciences Community:
Profiles of Money, Molecules and Management,”
was released in October. The paper takes a look
at the funding, science and people that provide
the vision, drive discovery, and form and support
new entities.
In the fifth annual BioCrossroads New Venture
Competition, Scioto Biosciences took home
the top prize of $25,000. The startup develops
medicines to support microbiome health
through a novel micropartical platform
leveraging probiotic biofilms. Daylight OB was
awarded second place for a medical device to
improve health and safety in labor and delivery

units. Third place went to VinSense for its innovative software
that helps wine growers make better decisions based on realtime sensed data to enhance crop uniformity, production
and profitability (Purdue University). The pre-venture prize
was given to Rusher Medical which is developing a portable
positive expiratory pressure therapy device that helps those
compromised by lung function to breathe easier.
Over the last five years, the competition has awarded more
than $300,000 to 20 startup companies, which have, in turn,
gone on to secure $21 million in additional funding.
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Sharing Information
The events calendar was very full for
BioCrossroads in 2016. Eight Frameworx
sessions addressed and educated our
community across a wide range of issues in
talent, science and innovation over the year:
	
The Microbiome: Uncovering answers
in human, animal and environmental
research
Indiana Agbiosciences: Ensuring a
sustainable workforce for our future

Indiana
Health Information Exchange:
An Indiana success story and a national
model in healthcare
	
Accelerating Innovation: How Indiana’s
universities are taking innovative ideas
to market
I nnovative Cancer Research: A
showcase of novel work at Indiana’s
academic institutions

Indiana
Life Sciences Talent and
Workforce: Developing strategies to
compete in a global economy
Concussions: How Indiana is leading
the nation in sports injury prevention
and treatment
 rescription Drug Misuse Epidemic:
P
How Indiana’s healthcare and life
sciences industries are responding
and developing solutions
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Celebrating Innovation
In October, BioCrossroads hosted the thirteenth
annual Indiana Life Sciences Summit. More than
225 attendees discussed the topics of success in
innovation districts, entrepreneurial experiences,
and breakthroughs and innovations at life
sciences companies and universities.
John Swisher, founder of JBS United, was named
the 2016 Watanabe Life Sciences Champion
of the Year. Ag-focused technologies form
a large component of Indiana’s diverse life
sciences industry, and Swisher has become an
international icon for what it means to be a
reputable, effective and visionary agbiosciences
entrepreneur. Some of his achievements include
engagement in international joint ventures,
investment in leading agtech companies, and
donating to underserved communities.

New at this year’s Summit were a scientific track
and a poster session. Keynote presentations
included internationally renowned speakers Dr.
Gary Pisano from Harvard Business School and
Dr. Rainer Fischer from the Fraunhofer Institute
(now the chief scientific and innovation officer
for the Indiana Biosciences Research Institute).
BioCrossroads harnesses Indiana’s impressive
life sciences assets into actionable, innovationdriven outcomes. It’s a strategy that continues
to deliver, after 15 years, for our prospects of
living in a more prosperous, healthier State of
Indiana over the century ahead.
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